From the Table
Session 9, September 25, 2019
Representing RUSD
Dennis Bixler, Ass’t Superintendent, Human Resources
Alex Flores, Ass’t Supterintendent, Admin. Services
John Martinez, Principal, Rowland Elementary
Carlos Ochoa, Principal, Giano Intermediate
Mike Tincup, Director, Special Ed.
Shoshana Yudin, Director, Human Resources

Representing ARE
Sharyn Sigler, Chair, Oswalt Academy
Derek Hollingsworth, Hurley Elementary
John Petersen, Rowland High School
Greg Pryor, Killian Elementary
Vanessa Ramirez, Nogales High School
Melissa Valore, Special Educator, Northam
Kelly Iwamoto, CTA Staff

Summary
On September 25, 2019, the Negotiations Teams from ARE and RUSD met for the 9th session. The
District provided a proposal for salary to complete their initial proposal, as well as counter proposals
for Article 4 (Association Rights/Organizational Security) and Article 18 (Safety). The ARE team
posed numerous questions regarding their rationale and data to gain a clearer understanding of their
initial proposal. This discussion will continue at the next session.
Salary
As shared in the last ARE From The Table communication, on September 6 the District failed to
provide a salary proposal that was complete. On September 10, ARE sent a formal request demanding
the District provide a salary proposal in advance of the September 25 session. On September 25, the
District did not come ready with a proposal. ARE stood firm and demanded their written proposal
while at the table. After a nearly one-hour caucus requested by the District, they returned with a
proposal that is substantially below what ARE deems to be an acceptable offer.
Counterproposals, Article 4 (Association Rights/Organizational Security) and Article 18 (Safety)
The District has maintained proposed revisions to limit the President’s compensation and remove the
right to return to prior work location. This counterproposal shows a substantial decrease in new
member orientation time allotted to ARE over what was discussed in Spring 2019 and implemented
successfully this August.

While there are a few areas within Article 18 (Safety) where ARE and the District agree, the District’s
counterproposal demonstrated a clear disconnect by rejecting ARE’s proposals that are intended to
bring much needed improvements to Site Safety Committees, Discipline Plans and Procedures, along
with an increase in support for members as it relates to student discipline. Please look out for an ARE
Survey that will be coming your way soon. It is crucial that we hear from all members about this
extremely important topic.
Questions from ARE on Articles 5 (Negotiation Procedures) and 7 (Hours, Duties, Work Year)
Regarding Article 5, the District proposes a 75% reduction in release time provided for negotiations
meetings or preparation for negotiations. This means the District only wants to pay for release for the
ARE bargaining team one day per month instead of one day per week. The District rationale for this
substantial decrease is to “hold classroom time sacred.” When questioned about the substantial number
of Members and days affected by release time for PD compared with only a few Members released for
negotiations, the response was that Members find the PD valuable. Was this intended to imply that
Members do not believe reaching an agreement is valuable? Is reaching an agreement in a reasonable
amount of time a priority for the District? How is lengthening the time it takes to reach an agreement
in the best interest of students?

The ARE team asked many questions regarding rationale and data to support District proposals in
Article 7. The District is proposing to significantly alter:
• Early release language for elementary and K8 sites by eliminating the three-week rotation;
• Adjunct duty by increasing the number of hours to 24 and broadening language for what can be
considered an adjunct duty;
• Elementary preparation time by eliminating grade level team autonomy during this 50-minute block of
time.
The District’s rationale for many of these proposals is that principals are requesting more time and/or more
flexibility. Additionally, the District was unable to provide names of specific sites and/or situations to
support the need for these proposals. The District is also providing new language that requires all secondary
schools have a late start every Monday at least ninety (90) minutes in length. The District confirmed they
did not seek input or feedback from parents or staff to find out what is important to them.

Next Steps
Our next negotiations meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, October 15. This was rescheduled from
October 8 at the District’s request.
ALERT! Personal Necessity Leave Take Back
As described in the last ARE From The Table, the District intends to limit use of the four (4) Personal
Necessity days currently in our contract. In a nutshell, the District wants the right to be able to tell you
what you CAN and CANNOT use these days for. The ARE bargaining team knows, without a doubt,
Members value these days and will do whatever it takes to maintain the current language in our
contract. We urge you to remain actively engaged in the weeks ahead as more information will be
coming your way.
Your ongoing support and engagement are appreciated. Please continue to stay informed by attending
all ARE meetings.
United We Bargain, Divided We Beg.

The ARE Bargaining Team
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